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On the analysis of black carbon in sediments:
Evaluation of field data for geochemical consistency
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Black Carbon (BC) is a relatively inert and ubiquitous form of condensed organic
matter produced by incomplete combustion of a variety of fossil fuel and biomass ma-
terials. Despite the myriad of important roles played by BC, ambiguity persists as to
the level of BC in complex matrices, such as aquatic sediments, as parallel compari-
son of different methods yields highly variable results. Method artifacts that obviously
would return inaccurate results include organic matter charring (overestimation) and
losses of hydrophobic soot-BC during solution handling or combustion (underestima-
tion). It is also possible that different methods simply probe different forms of BC as
BC particles exist as a continuum from partly charred plant material through char and
charcoal to soot and graphitic-like particles, with expected differences in recalcitrancy.

Laboratory tests of the different analytical approaches have provided significant in-
sights and are one central tenet in moving the field ahead. A complementary approach
is to assess real BC field data within the auxiliary geochemical framework of the stud-
ied regime. Estimates of the BC concentration in real environmental samples based
on the chemothermal oxidation (at 375ºC) CTO-375 method (Gustafsson et al., 1997,
2001) were scrutinized for consistency with additional geochemical and environmen-
tal data collected simultaneously.



The field tests assessing geochemical consistency of obtained BC results include:

1. Comparison of BC analyses in chronologically-constrained sedimentary
archives with knowledge of society’s varying energy budgets in the source area

2. Correlation analysis of the spatial distribution patterns of molecular combustion
markers (e.g., PAHs, PCDD/Fs) and analyses of BC (compared with TOC)

3. Ability of BC analyses to quantitatively explain the solid-water and solid-air
distribution of PAHs given knowledge of BC sorption coefficients

4. Natural abundance14C data of BC isolates compared with14C data of TOC and
14C data of the molecular combustion markers such as pyrogenic PAHs


